
THE MARKET

The world is burgeoning in population, and at the
same time commerce interconnections are mak-
ing it a smaller place every day. In this fast-paced
landscape, MasterCard Worldwide offers true
purchasing convenience through its family of
payment products, while the company’s trade-
mark Priceless® marketing campaign speaks to
timeless and deeply held human values.

With its instantly recognized interlocking cir-
cles, this American brand has become global, as
MasterCard is now accepted at 25 million loca-
tions worldwide. Serving as a link among finan-
cial institutions, businesses, cardholders, and
merchants, MasterCard serves people in more than
210 countries and territories. The company’s global
processing system handles more than 16 billion
payment transactions every year. 

In the growing market for convenient, secure
payment methods that can be available anywhere,
MasterCard is “top of wallet” for both consumers
and businesses alike. 

ACHIEVEMENTS

Over the past 40 years, MasterCard has grown from
a good idea to a global identity. More than 1 bil-
lion cards have been issued from the company’s

68

50 languages shown in 108 of the 220 countries
where MasterCard operates. Sometimes clever,
sometimes deeply touching, always engaging, the
ads have covered topics ranging from a lost dog
returning home to cartoon icon Homer Simpson
in his neighborhood bar. 

The Priceless campaign has been the subject
of countless case studies in business and adver-
tising, and it is regularly imitated and even paro-
died on late-night TV, in political humor, and
across the media. Over the years, consumers have
demonstrated their connection with the Priceless
campaign by sending the company their own per-
sonal “priceless” stories in the form of ideas for
future commercials. 

The campaign has even caused an evolution in
human language. There is no word in Japanese for
“priceless,” so the English word is used in
Priceless ads in Japan. Focus groups indicate that
the Japanese have now adopted the English word.

Priceless is breaking even more new ground as
the platform for the brand’s marketing strategy:
integration across the marketplace and across
today’s wide spectrum of media, while targeting
niche audiences. The company is drawing other
business partners and brands into the Priceless
campaign, an idea that was originally considered

family of cards, and no payment card is more
widely accepted.

The company is partner to 25,000 of the
world’s leading financial institutions. Its family
of brands — including MasterCard®, Maestro®,
and Cirrus® — together account for over $3 bil-
lion in business annually.

MasterCard remains a pioneer in developing
payment systems, continually making the pay-
ment process faster, more seamless, more secure,
and more valuable. The company was among the
first to market with contactless payment technol-
ogy. Cards enabled with MasterCard® PayPass™

Tap N Go™ technology are embedded with a
radio-frequency chip for contactless purchases
and are accepted at major merchants including
McDonald’s, 7-Eleven, and CVS.

MasterCard Worldwide’s business success is
inextricably linked to the company’s widely rec-
ognized Priceless theme, an award-winning cam-
paign that is still fresh after 10 years. Priceless
has been used in MasterCard advertisements in
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